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IDUN REITEN 
In this note we refer to [l] for notation and definitions. 
Let fl be a Nakayama artin algebra of Loewy length 12 > I, writtenLL(II) : ti, 
and 11’ an artin algebra stably equivalent to /l. In [I, Corollary 2.21 we proved 
that if n < 3, then A must also be Nakayama. In [I, Theorem 2.31 we claim that 
if n : 4, then we also can conclude that A’ is Nakayama. This result is, how- 
ever, in error. We shall publish elsewhere a complete description of the artin 
algebras A’ stably equivalent to a Nakayama algebra of Loewy length 4. Here we 
shall just point out what is correct in the proof of [l, Theorem 2.31, Now let A’ 
be an algebra stably equivalent to a Nakayama algebra .4 of Loewy length 4, and 
let P bc an indecomposable projective A’-module. Then P has length at most 4, 
and if LL(P) = 4, then P is uniserial (Lemma 2.4). Also if U(P) = 2, P is 
uniserial (Lemma 2.6). The error is in Lemma 2.5, where we claim that if 
U(P) 3, then P is uniserial. What we actually prove is that sot P is simple 
and that _rPlsoc P has length at most 2. We state the correct version of this 
lemma, and the information we now get about A’ by putting the lemmas together. 
L1MvM 2.5’. I f  LL(P) = 3, then P is uniseriul or P has length 4 and sot P is 
simple. 
THEOREM 2.3’. I f  an artin algebra A’ is stably equiuulent to a Nakayama 
algebra A with U(A) < 4, then LL(A’) < 4 and an indecomposable projective 
and an indecomposable injective A’-module Q is either &serial or has length 4, 
Loexy length 3 and Q/r Q and sot Q are simple. 
As a consequence of these corrections the additional assumption that 11’ is 
Nakavama is needed in [I, Proposition 3. I], so we get the following. 
hJPOSITION 3. I ‘. Assume that A is an indecomposable ATakayama algebra 
with IA,(A) :< 4 and such that LL(P) 2; 3 f  or each indecomposable projective 
A-module. If  A’ is a Nakayama algebra with no semisimple rin,o summalad stably 
e&zraEent to A, thera A’ and A have the same admissable sequence. 
In this connection WC’ mention that we have the following generalization of 
Proposition 3. I’, which we shall publish elsewhere, and which answers a question 
asked in [I]. 
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THEOREM. Assume that A is an indecomposabb Nakayama algebra such that 
LL(P) 2 3 for each indecomposable projective A-module P. If A’ is a Nakayama 
algebra, with 1~) semisimple ring summand, stably equivalent to A, then A and A’ 
have the same admissable sequence. 
It is clear that we cannot drop the hypothesis that LL(P) 3 3 in the above 
theorem. For if k is a field and x an indeterminate, then k[x]/(G) and (f e) are 
stably equivalent Nakayama algebras with admissable sequences 12) and {2,1}. 
In [I] we applied Theorem 2.3 and Proposition 3.1 to prove the following: 
There is an artin algebra A such that gl dim mod (mod A) < 5, and for any 
artin algebra A’ stably equivalent to A, gl dimA > 2. We now show that this 
result can be obtained using Theorem 2.3’ and Proposition 3.1’. 
As in [l] let A be a Nakayama algebra with admissable sequence (4, 3}, and let 
A’ be stably equivalent to /l, where we can assume that /f’ has no semisimple ring 
summand. We first want to show that A’ is Nakayama. If not, we can by Theorem 
2.3’ assume that there is an indecomposable projective A’-module P such that 
L(P) = 4, LL(P) = 3. Then it is not hard to see from the proof of Theorem 2.3’ 
that (, P/I-P) and (, P/r2P) are nonuniserial indecomposable projective objects -- 
in mod (&d A’), and that mod (mod A) has only one nonuniserial indecom- 
posabIe projective object. Hencewe can conclude that A’ is Nakayama. Proposi- 
tion 3.1’ then implies that A has admissable sequence {4,3}. As pointed out in 
[l], it is then easy to see that gl dim A’ = CO. This finishes the proof. 
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